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Introduction: 

The book is written to believers, and the introduction indicates both Jews and Gentiles. 

The main exhortation is to fight earnestly for the faith. 

The church as a whole is to take this exhortation seriously and directly, but each believer is commanded to 
take on this activity in the body in which they belong; everybody is responsible. 

This letter is an encouragement to believers: God’s justice will come upon the enemies of God who lead 
His children astray. 

This letter is not about discipline toward “apostate” believers. This is not a warning against falling away. 
This is about the judgment of unbelievers who are irreverent and have a mental attitude of destroying 
God’s plan and attempting to or succeeding in having believers reject grace for immorality and denial of 
our Lord Jesus Christ.  

Outline: 

3. God’s judgment is exemplified to assure the readers of the future judgment of the irreverent (5-16)  

4. Contrasting the ones loved with false teachers (17-23) 

A. Remember what the apostles said concerning them (17-19) 

B. You act in a way that is out of love and faith (20-23) 

5. Closing (24-25) 

Jude 14-16: 

Judgment! 

False teachers will be a specific target of Jesus Christ when it comes to judgment and conviction. It is 
because of this mental attitude, not only of disbelief but also of their goals and activities of deceiving and 
leading the children of God astray.  

Jude 17-21: 

But you beloved is a literal translation that is used twice in this section. In the text so far, the instruction for 
the believer has been limited. Through Jude 16, the only thing we are to do is found in verse 3, appealing 
that you contend earnestly for the faith which was once for all handed down to the saints. 

Notice in Jude that the word beloved is used when instruction is given. Many authors of the Epistles 
use this method to draw specific attention to the audience and regain their attention to make 
significant points in the letter.  
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In Jude 17-23, there are four imperatives. These imperatives are captured very well in most translations. 
They are: 

1. Remember (17) 

2. Keep (21) 

3. Have mercy (22) 

4. Save (23) 

In some nonliteral translations of verse 20, there is confusion because they don’t know what to do with 
the participle. Building and praying are contemporaneous adverbial participles.  

Verse 17 – the imperative to remember “μιμνῄσκομαι mimnēskomai” is an instruction to forcefully bring 
to the forethought. This is a passive verb; in the text, the words spoken previously by the apostles are the 
ones taking the action upon you, beloved; let them remind you all. 

The passive and active voice for “remember” should not cause concern. These people are instructed to 
remember, but the passive voice in this context emphasizes the content of what they’re remembering 
over the activity of remembering. This is common in the Greek language. 

In dealing with the problem of Jude (verse 4), they are to bring to the forethought the words previously 
spoken. This is a phrase that indicates a prophetic utterance. 

προέπω proepō – This is literally “spoken previously.” This word can have a “what I said before” 
indication (2 Corinthians 7:3). But the vast majority of uses of this word are for a predictive element 
(Mark 13:19-23; Romans 9:29). The main cross-reference to Jude 17 is 2 Peter 3:1-4. “The mockers 
coming with their mocking” is not an observation but a prophecy, and the readers were expected 
to prepare themselves to refute these false teachers. 

The awareness of the prophecy of false teachers coming up is not just a warning and a call to 
preparation. This prophecy also gives peace in the midst of uncertainty. Knowing that this is 
foretold means that God is aware of it and, according to Jude 4-16, He has a specific judgment in 
store for false teachers.  

Verses 18-19 – As we have alluded to in previous lessons, these false teachers are unbelievers. They are 
not believers who have gone astray; they are unbelievers who are destructive. This is stated clearly with 
two descriptions in these verses and furthered by two others. 

As we have concluded through this letter, “ἀσέβεια asebeia” is a word that only describes unbelievers. 

But if that were not enough, we have the phrase “not having spirit.” This exact phrase is not used in 
the Greek Scriptures, but there are a few places where having spirit is mentioned (Romans 8:9; 1 
Corinthians 6:19). Although these verses have the descriptors (of Christ, Holy), the statement in Jude 
can be concluded that this is also “the Holy Spirit.” The question of whether we have a spirit or a dead 
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spirit as our natural condition can be addressed, but regardless of the interpretation of “not having 
spirit,” we must conclude that this is an unbeliever. 

They are also called ones who cause divisions. This is only used once, but a cognate is used of Peter in 
Galatians 2:12 (hold himself aloof). This should be “divide” himself. Peter also caused division. We do 
not conclude that causing divisions necessarily means that a person is an unbeliever. But these 
unbelievers, false teachers, are causing divisions.  

Finally, they are “ψυχικός psychikos.” This is a person who is characterized as being of the soul. This is 
often translated as “natural” (1 Corinthians 2:14; James 3:15). This word is used in opposition with 
“being characterized by the spirit” (πνευματικῶς pneumatikōs). 

Verses 20-23 – But you beloved… If you remove the entire reason for the letter and only read the 
instructive content, we can read the letter like this: 

Jude 1:3, 17, 20-23 – Beloved, while I was making every effort to write you about our common 
salvation, I felt the necessity to write to you appealing that you contend earnestly for the faith which 
was once for all handed down to the saints. ... You, beloved, remember the words that were spoken 
beforehand by the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ, ... You, beloved, building yourselves up on your 
most holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit, keep yourselves in the love of God, waiting anxiously for the 
mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ to eternal life. And have mercy on some, who are doubting; save others, 
snatching them out of the fire; and on some have mercy with fear, hating even the garment polluted 
by the flesh. 

We see that all the instructions are connected and dependent on each other for the primary 
instruction of “contend earnestly for the faith” to be completed.  

The instruction to “keep yourselves in the love of God” is supported by three participles. The 
instruction to keep yourselves in the love of God is necessary to contend earnestly for the faith. 

The main verb, keep, is “τηρέω tēreō.” This is defined as “to retain in custody (keep watch over, guard),  
to cause a state, condition, or activity to continue, (keep, hold, reserve, preserve); to persist in 
obedience, (keep, observe, fulfill, pay attention to).” How do you keep yourself in the love of God? 
What does that even mean? 

We do not feel or experience the love of God. We learn about the love of God, we understand the 
love of God, we believe the love of God, and we will experience the love of God in eternity.  

Keeping yourself in the love of God is to perpetually learn about and mentally dwell upon the truth 
of God, the love of God (Romans 5:5-8, 8:39; Ephesians 2:4, 6:23; 1 John 2:5, 3:1, 4:9-12). Keeping 
yourself in the love of God involves knowledge, changing your mind, and activity toward other 
believers. In this life, we experience the love of God from others. In Jude, there are three participles 
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that help the verb and give us more information about how keeping yourself in love is 
accomplished. 

Building is “ἐποικοδομέω epoikodomeō.” This word combines roof and house and slams it together as 
a verb. The idea is full completion, building up to completion.  

This word is used in Ephesians 2:20. The church is built upon the foundation of the apostles and 
prophets, with the chief cornerstone being Jesus Christ. Colossians 2:7 also reinforces this, and 
Jude states clearly that we are building up in the most holy faith. The building up is in the Word of 
God. They are being implored to learn the Word of God from the apostles and prophets so that 
they are able to keep themselves in the love of God. We learned about this building up in Ephesians 
4 with the process and goal of unity of the Faith. 

This is often the problem in grace-based ministries. They understand the cornerstone but struggle 
with building upon that foundation. 

Praying in the Holy Spirit – a participle with the dative. How do we understand and perform this?  

Praying is always a response to God’s truth, to God’s word. Being built up in the faith needs a 
response to the learning. Praying is our response. How do you pray in the Holy Spirit? 

Who wrote the Scripture? The Holy Spirit inspired men to write. When believers hear the Word of 
God and pray in accordance with the truth, they just learned or were reminded of it. Then we 
respond to that truth in our prayers. The Holy Spirit is the instigator of our prayers through the 
Word of God. 

Waiting anxiously is “προσδέχομαι prosdechomai.” The mercy of the Lord Jesus Christ to life eternal is 
an eschatological reference. We look forward to eternity and we are to wait anxiously for glory to be 
revealed to us. This word means to receive or anticipate the reception of a person or event (Luke 2:25, 
38; Titus 2:11-13). The reference in Titus gives us nearly an identical instruction as in Jude.  

We are to live properly, sensibly, keeping ourselves in the love of God, through a mature faith in 
the doctrines of God, responding in prayer to God, having a perpetual eternal perspective, and 
understanding that the glory we are to receive greatly outweighs any circumstance (Romans 8:18; 2 
Corinthians 4:16-18).  

Conclusion 

We have both the content secured (the Bible) and the confidence of understanding (clear methodology) so 
that we can defend the Faith with confidence. 

In order to do that properly, we need to perpetually read, understand, and respond to the Word of God 
while always living our life in accordance with God’s will, having an eternal perspective. 


